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Abstract
The transition period of the dairy cow involves the end of pregnancy, parturition, and the onset of lactation.
Multifaceted and rapid changes occur during this time, and in particular, the increase of milk secretion requires
the large-scale reorientation of metabolism. The underlying mechanisms of this metabolic regulation are
collectively named homeorhesis, a process that governs milk production during this phase and that exhibits (A) a
chronic nature, (B) the simultaneous inclusion of multiple tissues, and (C) altered responses to homeostatic
signals, but (D) no direct feedback mechanisms for possible control or limitation. Priority of milk production is
one important consequence of this homeorhetic regulation with possible constraints on other physiological
functions. These general properties of the homeorhetic regulation of milk secretion are specifically characterized
by a) milk production according milking (suckling) frequency, b) a natural but inadequate dry matter intake, c)
the mobilization of fat acids + glycerol from adipose tissue and of amino acids from protein, d) the partitioning
of metabolites, IgG, and dietary nutrients to the mammary gland, e) the stimulation of milk production by high
protein intake, and f) a negligible negative energy balance (NEB) at low milk production. Such a combination
assures the optimal milk yield for the nutrition of the calf and for its successful survival but without a metabolic
challenge or health risk for the cow. However, selection for higher milk production (uncoupled from calf
nutrition) and management have changed the above-listed properties, and the regulation of homeorhetic milk
production of the modern high-producing dairy cow is nowadays mostly characterized by a) increasing and
maximal milk production at increased milking frequency and, under certain circumstances, the uncoupling of the
GH-IGF-1 axis, b) enduring insufficient dry matter intake in relation to requirement, c) the mobilization of
energy (lipolysis) and release of non-esterified fatty acids (NEFA) above the acute requirement, d) the
mobilization of amino acids, e) the partitioning of metabolites, IgG, and dietary nutrient to the mammary gland, f)
the potential enhanced partitioning of energy to the mammary gland at high CP intake, g) a sudden and
long-lasting NEB, and h) possibly lower weight gain or even net loss of energy during the entire lactation period.
These altered and often unfavorable characteristics of high milk production are, furthermore, still regulated by
homeorhesis and are thus also given top priority, lack feedback control, and possibly ensue at the expense of
other functions without regard for health risks. Hence, the promotion of milk yield by breeding or management
might cause metabolic overload, imbalances, or even antagonisms and makes possible health hazards evident.
The high incidence of various diseases, the untimely culling rates, and the increasing number of dead cows
during early lactation support the assumption of general health threats at high milk production. For this reason,
more attention should be paid to the physiological mechanisms of homeorhetic-regulated milk production, its
indisputable alterations by breeding and management, and the resulting health risks.
Keywords: homeorhesis, nutrition, negative energy balance, production diseases
1. Introduction
“Transition period is defined as 3 weeks prepartum and 3 weeks postpartum” (Grummer, 1995). During this time,
pregnancy is completed, parturition occurs, and milk production begins. “There is no other time in a cow’s life
that is more tumultuous” (Grummer et al., 2004). The most tumultuous part of this whole process is probably the
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increase in the nutrient requirement of the cow postpartum (p.p.) as a result of rapid increasing milk production.
“At parturition, demand for all nutrients doubles within a few days and within a few weeks can be 3-5 times as
high as in mid gestation” (McNamara, 2004).
These rapid and multiple changes during early lactation require a complex regulation of metabolism for the
successful adaptation of the cow to its new challenges and have been excellently outlined in detail by Bauman
and Currie (1980), Vernon and Pond (1997), Chilliard et al. (1998), Bauman (2000), Renaville et al. (2002),
Boisclair et al. (2006), Baumgard et al. (2017). Two mechanisms dominate regulation. The first, viz.,
homeostasis, is an acute and short minute-by-minute regulating system for keeping constant internal conditions
such as body temperature, blood glucose concentration (Bauman & Currie, 1980), or pH and acid-base
metabolism. The second has been coined by Bauman and Currie (1980) as “homeorhesis” and involves the
“orchestrated or coordinated changes for the priorities of a physiological state, i.e., coordination of metabolism
in various tissues to support a physiological state”; the homeorhetic “physiological state” of the cow p.p. being
milk production.
Homeorhesis is a wide-spread control system in biology and includes the regulation of growth, pregnancy, or
hibernation (Bauman, 2000); it has (A) a chronic nature, influences (B) simultaneously multiple tissues, and
mediates (C) altered responses to homeostatic signals (Bauman, 2000). Surprisingly, homeorhesis of milk
production does not exhibit (D) a direct feedback mechanism, although this essential step of regulation and
control is well known in other homeorhetic systems such as growth, pregnancy or hibernation. Instead, the
appetite of the calf is proposed as a biological and indirect feedback and “control mechanism” for (limiting) milk
yield. These general characteristics of homeorhesis (A-D) provide the framing conditions for understanding the
regulation of lactation and metabolism and include specific mechanisms that together determine optimal milk
production for the nutrition and survival of the calf: a) milk production according milking (suckling) frequency,
b) inadequate dry matter intake, c) the mobilization of fat acids + glycerol from adipose tissue and of amino
acids from protein, d) the partitioning of metabolites, IgG, and dietary nutrients to the mammary gland, e) the
stimulation of milk production by high protein intake, and f) a negligible negative energy balance (NEB) at low
milk production. However, the general and specific mechanisms of lactational homeorhesis have been
substantially changed by selection for higher milk yield (MY) and by management.
The intention of these reviews (part 1 and 2) is to summarize the physiological background of the homeorhetic
regulation of milk production and metabolism, to indicate the changes to this background by genetic and by
management, and to point out some of the challenges of these changes as possible health risks. This approach
will show possible interactions and connections between the issues of homeorhesis, negative energy balance,
metabolic challenge, and health risks. These reviews are not systematic (O’Connor & Sargeant, 2014) and
primarily do not contain details (for these, see the links to corresponding reviews); hence, they are not presented
with any claim to completeness but aim at disclosing an unbroken (“red”) thread that links these topics and at
encouraging a discussion of these topics as a complex rather than as a single or separate event (Sordillo &
Mavangira, 2014; see part 2).
2. Homeorhetic Mechanisms and Changes
2.1 Milk yield
The “physiological (homeorhetic) state” p.p. includes milk production with a high priority and the possible
drawbacks generated by neglecting other physiological functions. Originally, this process was dedicated to the
nutrition of (only) one calf with some 500-1000 l per lactation. Such production can hardly be considered as a
metabolic challenge because the energy requirement at the end of pregnancy accounts to 38 MJNEL/d for the
maintenance of the cow and 18 MJNEL/d for the calf, uterus, and mammary gland (Gesellschaft für
Ernährungsphysiologie-GfE, 2001), with 18 MJNEL/d being sufficient for some 5 l milk after parturition. Indeed,
body weight increases after the parturition of Hereford cows producing milk only for their suckling calves (Hart
et al., 1975).
Milk production during early lactation can be stimulated by the frequency of milking (Wall and McFadden,
2012), and naturally, the appetite and the suckling frequency of a calf represent a regular trigger for the
feedforward increase of milk production. Conversely, the feeling of satiety in the calf serves as an indirect
feedback mechanism for limitation. Hence, the regulation of the amount of milk is the combination of
feedforward (frequency) and feedback (appetite) mechanisms and guarantees an optimal amount for the nutrition
of the calf and the metabolic capacity of a cow with minor health risks.
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2.2 Changes of Milk Yield
Milk production per lactation has increased in Germany by a factor 3 from 2600 kg in the 1950s to almost 8000
kg in 2017 (mean of all breeds) (BRS, 2018). Single cows or herds frequently produce much more milk, and MY
of 11000-12000 kg or even more are often produced in countries with intensive milk production aims. The
genetic trend for milk production has increased in the USA from 37 kg in the 1960s to 116 kg per lactation in the
1990s (Hansen, 2000), and production has further increased to 10328 kg in 2016 (Baumgard et al., 2017). Levels
of 11970 kg have been reported in Israel (Israeli Dairy Board, 2017).
MY shows high heritability in early lactation (Hüttmann et al., 2009) and a high priority in the breeding index of
Holstein Friesian (HF) cows in Germany (Deutsch Holstein, 2017). Further increases of MY will probably occur
in the future.
The increase of milk production by frequent milking during early lactation has been studied by Bar-Peled et al.
(1998). The authors have observed an increase of milk production from 38 kg/d to 52 kg/d at a higher frequency
of milking or at milking (3 times) combined with suckling (3 times); this suggests the stimulation of the
feedforward signal by frequency and the offset of biological feedback, i.e., limitation by the appetite of the calf.
The optimal MY for calf nutrition has been replaced by maximal MY without a corresponding dry matter intake.
2.3 Dry Matter Intake (DMI)
Feed intake declines before parturition and slowly increases afterwards compared with the rapid enhancing milk
production, thereby causing a gap between output and input or a negative energy balance (NEB). Many studies
of this topic have been undertaken and reported (Chilliard et al., 1998; Ingvartsen & Andersen, 2000; Grummer
et al., 2004; Dann et al., 2006; Allen & Piatoni, 2013; Van Saun & Sniffen, 2014). The genetic correlation
between DMI before parturition and 30 d p.p. is high (Shonka et al., 2015), but the periparturient decline remains
poorly understood (Allen, 2000; Kuhla et al., 2016).
However, some biological explanations have been suggested. The decline of DMI before parturition might be
explained by the growing calf in the uterus and the resulting space limitation in the abdomen. This physical
restriction is eliminated at parturition and should permit the rapid increase of DMI, but this does not occur.
Gravert (1985) mentions “that the curve of feed intake (p.p. the author) still corresponds to the non-domesticated
cow in according with the requirement of the suckling calf while the lactation curve has been altered by artificial
selection for higher milk yields”. Vernon and Pond (1997) have discussed this problem from a comparative and
biological point of view (not directly for the cow) and stated: “The inappetance around parturition is probably a
throwback to the wild state when mothers would need to remain at the nest for a period of time and at this time
would be unable to feed”. The wild cow (Bos taurus) would go into the underwood during parturition with a
reduced appetite and would not forage because it was primarily taking care of the new born calf. Knight (2001)
has made some suggestions in the same (biological) direction and pointed to some advantages of a reduced DMI
“Energetically, mobilization confers approximately 80% efficiency, whilst digestion is only 60% efficient”, and
“there is less need for physical activity (foraging).” “Perhaps, the real conundrum is why so much effort is
exerted by agricultural nutritionists and dairy farmers in trying to persuade the early-lactation cow to eat more.
She knows better!” Indeed, this is probably the case. Milk production (homeorhesis) has priority over DMI, and
milk secretion for the nutrition of the calf is (at least) partially independent of it. This could be important under
conditions in the wild. A harsh climate in spring during calving and the poor nutritional circumstances
consequently do not challenge milk production and the nutrition of the calf. The reduced time for seeking or
eating grass increases the period for the cow to attend the calf and to improve its survival rate.
The biological suggestions of Gravert (1985), Vernon and Pond (1997), and Knight (2001) are strongly
supported by genetic studies. A negative genetic correlation exists p.p. between milk yield and dry matter intake
(Karacaören et al., 2006; Liinamo et al., 2012; Manzanilla-Pech et al., 2014). It confirms the early observation of
Veerkamp and Thompson (1999) that feed intake is negatively correlated with milk yield and with blood
oxytocin concentration (Bar-Peled et al., 1998). Recently, a positive genetic correlation between MY and DMI
has been described by Krattenmacher et al. (2019). The correlation is low at the onset of lactation (= 0.09 at d 11
in milk) and consequently, a strong negative genetic correlation has been found between MY and energy balance.
The insufficient DMI around parturition is primarily of biological (genetic) origin: “She (the cow, the author)
knows better” (Knight, 2001). This conclusion is supported by the studies of Grummer et al. (2004). Parity, body
condition score, and various diet components only explain 18% of the variation of DMI at 3 weeks before
parturition (Grummer et al., 2004). This does not exclude other management factors but clearly indicates the
physiological (genetic) background that primarily determines the dip in DMI around parturition. A consequence
is NEB and loss of body weight. “These patterns could not be accounted for by environmental factors such as
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constrained intake or condition score at calving” (Friggens et al., 2007) and strengthen the influence of the
genetic and biological background.
2.4 Changes of Dry Matter Intake
Selection for high MY has not involved selection for higher DMI according to requirement p.p., because
recording DMI for individual cows is impractical (Banos & Coffey, 2010) and hence, the equivalent parameters
are not known. As a consequence, milk production in the USA has been increased by some 57% over 23 years
(1980-2003), but DMI unproportionally only by some 20% (Eastridge, 2006) and “this results in a more or less
extended negative energy balance and increased mobilization of body reserves”. DMI intake during lactation was
recently determined in an international co-operation between Austria, Switzerland, and Germany. The regression
coefficient between MY and DMI was only by 0.1 kg DM per kg milk during early lactation (Gruber et al., 2006)
and agrees with the low correlation observed by Krattenmacher et al. (2019). The low coefficient of DMI per kg
milk clearly indicates that this additional DMI does not cover the MY-dependent increase in requirement and
means that the NEB increases with higher milk production after parturition, despite the positive correlation with
(low) DMI per kg milk. It is worth mentioning that, in a recent review about DMI, the model of Gruber et al.
(2006) predicted the DMI (total mixed ration) most accurately (Jensen et al., 2015). Interestingly, the low
coefficient between milk production and DMI (0.1) was noted decades ago by Bines (1976), and the same
magnitude of 0.12-0.14 was observed by Veerkamp and Koenen (1999). Furthermore, these authors summarized
data from three studies with high- and low-producing cows. Milk production increased in high-producing cows
without an equivalent increase of DMI. Hence, during early lactation, MY is relatively uncoupled from DMI, as
was mentioned as early as 1985 (Brandt et al., 1985). The current breeding index with its high priority for MY is
thus outpacing adequate nutrition and exacerbating NEB. As a consequence, a negative genetic correlation is
observed between MY and energy balance (Spurlock et al., 2012), particularly during early lactation
(Krattenmacher et al., 2019).
In order to compensate for low DMI and to alleviate the NEB and mobilization, diet density has been increased
mainly by the addition of starch, and ≈ 7.0 MJNEL/kg DM or even more is now typical for high-producing dairy
cattle. However, “attempts to abolish lipid mobilization in early lactation by feeding energy rich diets are in
general not successful” (Friggens & Newbold, 2007), as have been observed by Andersen et al. (2003): “Milking
multiparous cows three times a day compared with two times daily for the first 8 weeks of lactation, whether fed
a low or a high concentrate level diet, increased milk yield by 8% without a corresponding increase in feed
intake. As expected, cows milked three times a day had the biggest weight loss, which was most pronounced in
cows fed the low concentrate level diet”. However, a glucogenic vs. a lipogenic diet with almost an identical
MJNEL/kg DM of the diet improves the energy balance during early lactation and reduces the fat liver content
(van Knegsel et al., 2007a).
Starch stimulates fermentation and the production of propionate, which unfortunately has hypophagic effects
caused by the hepatic oxidative theory leading to decreased DMI (Allen & Bradford, 2012; Gualdrón-Duarte &
Allen, 2017), i.e., the exact opposite to the required higher DMI. A further metabolic change probably
contributes to low DMI. A decrease of DMI occurs before parturition, and concentrations of NEFA increase a.p.
with a peak p.p. (Sheehy et al., 2017). Flow of NEFA to the liver during high lipolysis also has hypophagic
effects (Scharrer, 1999; Allen & Piantoni, 2013), as does beta-hydroxybutyrate (BHB) (Scharrer, 1999), thereby
confirming the negative correlation between BHB and DMI (Lean et al., 1992). In agreement with these anorexic
findings for BHB, the BHB concentration increases in the cerebrospinal fluid of cows p.p., although the
underlying anorexic mechanism is not clear (Laeger et al., 2013).
Energy density has an additional side impact. Increasing concentrate competitively decreases roughage intake
(Faverdin et al., 1991). The compensation of the genetically dependent dip of DMI by energy density seems to
lead to hypophagic effects and to inadequate roughage intake with the risk of displaced abomasum (Cameron et
al., 1998).
The insufficient DMI p.p. also includes the under-nutrition with protein (Bell et al., 2000). In practice, the
protein deficit is compensated by the increased crude protein (CP) content of the diet p.p. It enhances milk
production and, in some cases, DMI (Oldham, 1984) with a possible increase of NEB (Ørskov et al., 1977;
Oldham, 1984; Larsen et al., 2014). Potential side effects are discussed below.
2.5 Partitioning and Mobilization
A key issue of the homeorhetic regulation of early lactation is the partitioning of nutrients. The high demand of
nutrients for milk production at insufficient DMI requires careful allocation, which is (amongst others)
predominantly regulated by changes of GH, insulin, and IGF-1 concentrations and insulin resistance (IR) in
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selected tissues such as striated muscle and fat tissue (for details, see Bauman & Currie, 1980; Bell et al., 1987,
Vernon, 1989; Vernon & Pond, 1997; Chilliard et al., 1998; Vernon, 1998; Bauman, 1999; Etherton & Bauman,
1998; Bauman, 2000; McNamara, 2015; Collier & Bauman, 2017; Baumgard et al., 2017). As a consequence of
these hormonal adjustments, flux rates of important nutrients are changed with the priority being milk production.
Briefly, the following alterations are observed.
Glucose: Gluconeogenesis is stimulated by GH (Bauman et al., 1988) and increases four-fold in superior
lactating cows p.p. (Bell & Bauman, 1997). The uptake of glucose by non-mammary tissue is reduced, and the
oxidation of glucose is diminished, both of which direct the spared glucose to milk production (Bauman, 2000).
These modifications in glucose metabolism are caused by altered hormonal concentrations and responses to
homeostatic signals. Growth hormone (GH) is increased p.p. causing insulin resistance in muscle and fat tissue
(Vernon, 1989; Bell et al., 2000). IR is pronounced in adipose tissue in cows with high weight loss, but IR does
not occur in the liver (Zachut et al., 2013). A growing body of evidence suggests that inflammation is involved in
p.p. IR, and inflammation-dependent IR is thought to be an adaptive response of homeorhetic adaptation in early
lactation (Farney et al., 2013; Montgomery et al., 2019).
IR is accompanied by low insulin concentrations (Vernon, 1989; Bell et al., 2000). Hart et al. (1978) observed an
inverse relationship between insulin and MY; this has been confirmed by a strongly negative correlation between
insulin and MY (Wathes et al., 2007). Recently, Zinicola and Bicalho (2019) have found that, in dairy cows
during early p.p., low insulin concentrations are related to higher milk production. Furthermore, low insulin is
associated with a high loss of BCS and higher NEFA concentrations.
NEFA: A further step in partitioning is the allocation of mobilized fat. The energetic deficit is compensated by
the mobilization of NEFA (+ glycerol) from adipose tissue. Plasma NEFA concentrations are used for oxidation
and particularly for milk synthesis and are highly correlated with their irreversible loss rate (Bauman et al.,
1988).
Lipolysis is stimulated by GH and by an increased response and sensitivity to catecholamines via the increased
number of β-receptors (Vernon & Pond, 1997; McNamara, 2015; Contreras et al., 2017). An aspect that is very
often overlooked is that insulin is integrated into the liporegulatory feedback mechanisms by NEFA and ketone
bodies (Herdt, 2000). Fatty acids containing 3-8 carbon molecules, namely propionate or butyrate, stimulated
insulin secretion in ruminants (Horino et al., 1968), and lipolysis with an increase of NEFA in mice triggers the
release of insulin (Heine et al., 2018). Insulin stimulates lipid synthesis and inhibits lipolysis (Herdt, 2000),
thereby representing a negative feedback on lipolysis. However, this possible effect is reduced because the high
demand of the mammary gland for glucose at reduced glucose concentrations decreases the insulin concentration,
which is associated with IR p.p. (Vernon & Pond, 1997) (for details of IR: see De Koster & Opsomer, 2013).
Further, the effect of insulin on lipid synthesis is inhibited in the presence of GH (Vernon, 1998). Hence, the
mobilization of NEFA is a combined effect of the stimulation of lipolysis by GH and the inhibition of lipogenesis
by low insulin concentration and IR and represents a transformation from an anabolic status a.p. to a catabolic
one p.p. Mobilization occurs above the acute requirement with an increase of NEFA concentrations in the blood
and ectopic fat deposition in the liver, muscle, and other organs (Reid & Roberts, 1982).
“The observed mobilization in early lactation is largely genetically driven” (Friggens & Newbold, 2007), and
high genetic merit dairy cows exhibit an increased sensitivity of adipose tissue for lipolysis (McNamara &
Hillers, 1986). A genetic background for mobilization is suggested by the data of Bertics et al. (1992). An
increase of NEFA a.p. and +1 d relative to calving has also been observed to the same extent in both control and
experimental cows, although the experimental cows were maintained a.p. at the same level at DMI by
force-feeding the refusals via the rumen fistula or without the dip of DMI before parturition (Bertics et al., 1992).
Amino acids: Proteolysis occurs in cows p.p. for the limited time of 23 days (Bell et al., 2000) or sometimes 5
weeks and at an amount of 4.6 and 21 kg p.p. (Tamminga et al., 1997; Komaragiri & Erdman, 1997). The amino
acids are used for gluconeogenesis and milk protein synthesis (Bell et al., 2000). Some evidence suggests that
the period of negative protein balance is extended. Metabolizable protein balance is still negative 6 weeks p.p.
(Mann et al., 2016). Proteolysis via proteasome activity occurs before calving and is upregulated p.p. (Mann et
al., 2016). Furthermore, an increase of macro-autophagy as a further mechanism of proteolysis has been
observed p.p. The authors integrate these proteolytic pathways into the homeorhetic adaptation of NEB (Mann et
al., 2016) and suggest that this explains the longer proteolytic period p.p. NEB and proteolysis might be
connected. NEFA at parturition is positively correlated with the concentration of 3-methylhistidine, an amino
acid produced by protein degradation (Akamatsu et al., 2007). Furthermore, BHB stimulates chaperone-mediated
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autophagy (proteolysis) in a cell culture system (Finn & Dice, 2005). The increase of BHB is not restricted to the
early phase p.p. Mahrt et al. (2015) have concluded that the risk of hyperketonemia last at least until week 6 p.p.
Perhaps low IGF-1 p.p. indirectly aids proteolysis because the stimulating effect of IGF-1 on protein synthesis
and the inhibition of degradation are reduced (Etherton, 1982). In fact, IGF-1 is a potent supporter of muscle
growth (Schiaffino et al., 2013) and correlates with striated muscle growth (Velloso, 2008).
Immunoglobulin IgG: An important but very often overlooked aspect of partitioning is the transfer of
immunoglobulins to colostrum. Van Knegsel et al. (2007b) determined natural antibodies in blood and colostrum
and hypothesized “that the partitioning of natural antibodies between plasma and milk parallels the partitioning
of energy”. Herr et al. (2011) have corroborated this transfer. The IgG decline in blood a.p. is positively
correlated with the IgG concentration in colostrum and supports the tendency for an inverse relationship between
natural antibodies in plasma and milk (van Knegsel et al., 2007b). The transfer of IgG is independent of high or
low concentrate supplementation before parturition (Eger et al., 2017) and confirms the priority of homeorhetic
milk production with an IgG transfer uncoupled from energy intake. The decrease of IgG before parturition and
the slow recovery p.p. (Herr et al., 2011) might significantly contribute to the immunosuppression of dairy cows
during transition (Aleri et al., 2016). A decrease of IgG around parturition has not been observed in horses
(Warko & Bostedt, 1993).
Infection and partitioning: Evidence indicates that “immunostimulation” (infection, the author) homeorhetically
alters systemic metabolism in a coordinated effort to meet the energetic demands of leukocytes (Horst et al.,
2018). Glucose is obligatory for the energy metabolism of immune cells, and a shift to its metabolism occurs
with a requirement of approximately 1 g glucose/kg BW0.75 per hour after an LPS challenge (Horst et al., 2018)
or of > 1 kg glucose within 720 min (Kvidera et al., 2017), an effect that will impair other functions.
2.6 Changes of Partitioning and Mobilization
An increase of GH and a decrease of insulin and IGF-1 concentrations are the predominant hormonal alterations
occurring at this phase, and insulin resistance (IR) represents a change of a set point p.p. as a general
characteristic of homeorhesis (Vernon, 1998; Etherton & Bauman, 1998; Bauman, 2000; Bell et al., 2000;
Baumgard et al., 2017). Partitioning and mobilization are directly or indirectly influenced by this adjustment. GH,
insulin, IGF-1, and IR display a complex network of interactions and antagonisms, all of which are obviously
related to milk production.
GH-IGF-1 axis: GH is released from the pituitary and has various effects in multiple tissues (Bartke et al., 2013).
The actions of GH are mediated via growth hormone receptors (GHR), which are found in many tissues and have
the highest abundance in the liver and adipose tissue (see references in Lucy et al., 2001). Transcription is
mediated by three promoters in cattle resulting in GHR 1A, GHR 1B, and GHR 1C (Jiang et al., 1999). GHR 1A
expression is specific for the liver and is generally regulated by development and nutrition (Lucy, 2004).
The binding of GH to GHR activates a complex signal cascade (Bartke et al., 2013), which leads, in the liver, via
GHR 1A to the stimulation of IGF-1 synthesis and its release into the blood (Kobayashi et al., 1999). IGF-1
inhibits, as a feedback mechanism, the release of GH from the pituitary (Bartke et al., 2013). This GH-IGF-1
axis via GHR is inhibited by suppressors of cytokine signaling (SOCS) (Bartke et al., 2013). Furthermore, the
expression of GHR 1A in the liver is increased by insulin (Butler et al., 2003; Lucy, 2004; Rhoads et al., 2004),
possibly explaining the highly positive correlation between insulin and IGF-1 (Wathes et al., 2007; Fenwick et
al., 2008; Cheng et al., 2015). Indeed, hyperinsulinemic-euglycemic clamp in dairy cows increases IGF-1 and
reduces GH by a re-established feedback (IGF-1) and NEFA and BHB concentrations (Mashek et al., 2001).
This fine-tuning system of regulation obviously changes around parturition. During early lactation, GH in blood
is augmented (Gross & Bruckmaier, 2015), the insulin concentration is decreased (Vernon, 1989),
glucose-dependent insulin release from the pancreatic islands is blunted (= IR) (Rhoads et al., 2004), and mRNA
of SOCS is increased (Winkelman et al., 2008). SOCS are negative regulators of growth factor signaling (Linossi
& Nicholson, 2015), belong to insulin receptor inhibitory proteins (Haeusler et al., 2018), and might exacerbate
the effects of a low insulin concentration or IR on the expression of GHR 1A. These alterations are related to
lower GHR 1A expression, absent effects of GH on the liver with reduced IGF-1 release, and a diminished
feedback of IGF-1 on GH discharge from the pituitary and hence to the uncoupling of the GH-IGF-1 axis with
increased GH and low IGF-1 concentrations (Lucy et al., 2001; Winkelman et al., 2008). Consistent with this
conclusion is the reciprocally increased mRNA expression of SOC2 and decreased mRNA expression of IGF-1
in dairy cows p.p. (Osorio et al., 2014).
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Uncoupling of the GH-IGF-1 axis: An uncoupling of the GH-IGF-1 axis in dairy cows was first suggested by
Ronge and Blum (1989), because GH injection did not increase IGF-1 during early lactation. Uncoupling occurs
before calving (Lucy, 2004), and some correlations have been described. The decrease in GH binding and GHR
1A mRNA coincides with a decrease of IGF-1 mRNA (Radcliff et al., 2003). Furthermore, a lower IGF-1 and
higher GH in blood have been observed (Radcliff et al., 2003) suggesting a reduced feedback on GH release. The
control of GHR 1A expression might be the principal mechanism of uncoupling (Radcliff et al., 2003) and
partially depends on DMI (Radcliff et al., 2006), NEB (Fenwick et al., 2008), and probably on the NEFA and
BHB concentration (Du et al., 2018). The authors have demonstrated in vitro that the addition of NEFA or BHB
inhibits GHR 1A mRNA and markedly reduces IGF-1 mRNA expression in calf hepatocytes. This confirms the
earlier observation of the strong negative correlation between mRNA GHR 1A expression and blood NEFA and
BHB concentrations (Fenwick et al., 2008).
The degree of the uncoupling of the GH-IGF-1 axis seems to vary with selection for MY, because it has been
observed to the same extent in two dairy breeds (Holstein and Guernsey) (Okamura et al., 2009), but not in
Angus beef cattle (Jiang et al., 2005). Differences have been confirmed in a study with diverse genetic strains
(HF USA versus HF NZ) and indicate a genetic effect of the degree of uncoupling of the GH-IGF-1 axis with
MY (Lucy et al., 2009). Hence, “uncoupled” and high-producing cows are characterized by high GH and IR and
by low insulin and IGF-1 concentrations p.p. Furthermore, low concentrations of IGF-1 in “uncoupled” Holstein
cows appear to be associated with less sensitivity to IGF-1 (Mendonca et al., 2013).
The metabolic consequences of this hormonal framework have been corroborated by the studies of Gross and
Bruckmaier (2015). Holstein cows were retrospectively ranked according to their highest NEFA concentrations.
These cows exhibited during early lactation, in addition to high NEFA, higher BHB, lower glucose, higher GH,
lower (numerical) insulin, lower IGF-1 concentrations, higher milk yield at less DMI, and consequently lower
NEB. The authors relate these changes to the uncoupled GH-IGF-1 axis with the obvious consequences for
mobilization and partitioning for higher MY. The changes of metabolites p.p. (NEFA > 1.2 mmol·l-1 and BHB >
1.5 mmol·l-1) predispose animals to ketosis, and an uncoupled GH-IGF-1 axishas been observed in ketotic cows
(Du et al., 2018) (see part II). Furthermore, the low IGF-1 concentration might promote and extend proteolysis
(see above). Vice versa, the removal of metabolic load by once-a-day milking p.p. leads to higher glucose,
insulin, and IGF-1 and lower NEFA and BHB concentrations in plasma and abolishes BCS loss (Kay et al.,
2013).
Fibroblast growth factor 21 (FGF21) and GH-IGF-1 axis: FGF21 is a peptide hormone with systemic, paracrine,
and autocrine effects and is induced in the liver of mice by starvation, a ketogenic diet, and protein deprivation
(Fisher & Maratos-Flier, 2016; Laeger et al., 2014). FGF21 is involved in the regulation of fatty acid oxidation
(Fisher & Maratos-Flier, 2016), ketogenesis, and gluconeogenesis for adaptation during starvation (De
Sousa-Coelho et al., 2012), although the effect of FG21 on glucose handling is contradictory (man versus mice)
(Staiger et al., 2017). Remarkably, FGF21 reduces glucose and insulin and IR in obese mice (Xu et al., 2009) and
diabetic monkeys (Kharitonenkov et al., 2007), but in dairy cows, the application of FGF21 does not change
blood glucose or insulin and does not act as an insulin sensitizer (Krumm et al., 2019).
However, interactions between lipid metabolism and FGF21 are also known in cattle. In the liver of cows,
mRNA for FGF21 is negatively correlated with energy balance and blood glucose concentrations and is
positively correlated with NEFA concentrations (Carriquiry et al., 2009). This correlation has been confirmed by
Schoenberg et al. (2011). Plasma FGF21 concentration has been correlated with energy deficit, hepatic
triglyceride, and NEFA. Furthermore, intralipid infusion in non-lactating non-pregnant cows increases NEFA,
thereby causing a rapid increase of mRNA for FGF21 in the liver and of FGF21 concentration in blood (Caixeta
et al., 2017). NEFA is obviously a potent secretagogue of FGF21 in the cow (Caixeta et al., 2017). In agreement
with these data is the raised mRNA for FGF21 in dairy cows p.p. (Schlegel et al., 2013; Ha et al., 2017) and of
FGF21 concentrations in plasma p.p. and during feed restriction in late-lactating cows (Schoenberg et al., 2011).
Vice versa, FGF21 bolus application lowered NEFA, but this effect vanished during FGF21 infusion over 9 d
(Caixeta et al., 2019). Despite this transient effect, triglyceride content in the liver was reduced by 50% (Caixeta
et al., 2019).
During starvation, FGF21 has, in non-ruminants, inhibitory effects on GH in the liver and reduces the IGF-1
concentration (Inagaki et al., 2008) hinting that it has a role in GH-IGF-1 uncoupling. Dairy cows fed a.p. a
high-energy diet exhibit p.p. an increased expression of FGF21 mRNA and a decrease of IGF-1 and GHR mRNA
in the liver (Khan et al., 2014). “More severe NEB and NEFA results in greater hepatic FGF21”, and the increase
of FGF21 has been discussed as a possible reason of GH-IGF-1 uncoupling by Khan et al. (2014) and previously
by Carriquiry et al. (2009). This conclusion has been confirmed by Caixeta et al. (in press). Infusion of FGF21 in
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early-lactating dairy cows reveals an antagonism of GH action. “FGF21 treated cows had lower IGF-1 despite a
tendency of increased plasma GH” (Caixeta et al., 2019).
Obviously, NEFA have several effects in cows. NEFA stimulates the release of FGF21 from the liver (Caixeta et
al., 2017), inhibits the expression of GHR-1A in liver cells, and mediates the uncoupling of the GH-IGF-1 axis
(Du et al., 2017) (see part 2). The negative association between FGF21 and IGF-1 in a cross-sectional study of
man supports this conclusion (Kralisch et al., 2013) and has been confirmed in vitro. FGF21 significantly
inhibits the release of IGF-1 in a cell culture system with HepG2 cells (human liver cancer cell line) (Kralisch et
al., 2013). The possible involvement of FGF21 in the regulation of lipid metabolism such as the lowering of
NEFA and triglyceride in the liver of dairy cows (Caixeta et al., 2019) or the inhibition of lipolysis in rodents
(Hotta et al., 2009) and the possible effect on the uncoupling of the signal cascade of the GH-GHR-IGF-1 axis
warrants further research. Does FGF21 serves as a negative feedback on lipolysis?
2.7 Protein Intake and Partitioning
Some evidence suggests that protein influences partitioning. A protein intake increase p.p. to cover the protein
requirement favors the partitioning of available nutrients toward mammary secretion during early lactation
(Oldham, 1984). The partitioning effects of CP have been studied in detail by the group of Ørskov. The infusion
of casein early p.p. into the abomasum increases milk production (Ørskov et al., 1977; Larsen et al., 2014) and
causes, at high casein infusion, pronounced NEB and ketosis (Ørskov et al., 1987).
The response of energy balance depends on CP intake and is not observed at high metabolizable energy (ME)
intake (Ørskov et al., 1981). Extending these findings, Whitelaw et al. (1986) state that “increases in MY and
milk protein in response to casein will be seen only when sufficient energy is also available either from labile
body stores or from dietary sources”. The shift of energy from body stores into milk is obviously high in fat
cows fed with high proportions of protein and a low dietary energy concentration (Jones & Garnsworthy, 1988).
However, no side effects of high CP on energy metabolism in dairy cows have been observed by Komaragiri and
Erdman (1997) and Amanlou et al. (2017). Komaragiri and Erdman (1997) discuss various explanations such as
the presence of enough amino acids for lipid utilization at the low crude protein intake (16%) or the
physiological limits of mobilization in high-producing cows. Obviously, the regulation of the interaction between
CP intake and energy metabolism is not clear. In the short-term experiment of Oldham et al. (1978), abomasal
casein infusion into Saanen goats raised the GH concentration with no significant effect on insulin or prolactin.
By contrast, high casein infusion in cows leads to an increase of insulin and decrease of GH (Whitelaw et al.,
1986).
3. Synopsis of Homeorhesis: Physiological Background and Changes
The publication of Bauman and Currie (1980) was the breakthrough for understanding the regulation of milk
production and metabolism in the dairy cow p.p. The general characteristics of homeorhesis result in advantages
for both the calf and its mother. The complex genetic interactions between the priority of MY, low DMI,
mobilization, and partitioning secure the nutrition and protection of the calf with a marginal challenge to the
metabolism or the health of the cow: An optimal biological network at low MY is shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Scheme of neetwork for hom
meorhetic regullation of milk secretion, which is geneticallly correlated with
w
low DM
MI and with thee capability of mobilization ffor compensatiing any possibble gap of nutriients. At low MY
M
(beef ccattle), the inteerdependency bbetween MY, D
DMI, mobilizaation, and partiitioning to bothh milk and cow
w
guaranteees nutrition annd assistance oof the calf and improves its survival withouut a health riskk for the cow. The
T
possible NEB
B is of no importance
h
MY, frrequent milkinng, diets with high energy ddensity, and hiigh CP intake have
However, selection for higher
meorhetic charaacteristics havve been turned
d into
increased milk productiion, and somee of the initial optimal hom
unfavorablle attributes. A major probleem during earlly lactation is the discrepancy between thhe rapid increa
ase of
MY and thhe delay of the increase in DM
MI.
The insuffficient DMI duuring early lacttation (Karacaaören et al., 20006; Liinamo eet al., 2012; M
Manzilla-Pech et
e al.,
2014; Kraattenmacher ett al., 2019) ccauses a negaative genetic ccorrelation beetween MY annd energy ballance
(Spurlock et al., 2012; Brade, 2013; Krattenmacheer et al., 20199) and results in the mobiliization of rese
erves.
Unsurprisiingly, “it can be concluded that continueed selection foor high milk pproduction willl lead to a fu
urther
increase inn the p.p. eneergy deficit” (B
Buttchereit et al., 2011). Thhe discrepancyy between inpput and outputt was
realized deecades ago byy Arendonk ett al. (1991), annd the authorss proposed “ann additional trrait in the selection
goal to avvoid an increease in negatiive energy baalance during early lactatioon”. This connfirmed the ea
arlier
observatioon of McNamaara and Hillers (1986) that lippolysis is moree pronounced iin cows of highh genetic merit and
is independent of energyy restriction p.pp.; this clearly underlines thee homeorhetic regulation of energy metabo
olism
p.p. Milk production haas priority overr DMI with geenetically drivven mobilizatioon (Friggens & Newbold, 2007).
Consequenntly, a “consisstent correlatioon between (m
milk) yield andd live-weight cchanges” is foound (Veerkam
mp &
Koenen, 1999) and MY in Holstein coows “relies to a greater extennt on mobilizattion of body reeserves” (Grub
ber et
al., 2014).
Furthermoore, the partitiooning of dietaary energy conntributes to under-nutrition. “High geneticc merit animals put
the extra eenergy from the concentrate-based diets intto milk, rather than reducingg the energy gaap” (Agnew & Yan,
2000; Veerrkamp et al., 2003;
2
Patton eet al., 2006), ann observation that agrees wiith that of Frigggens and New
wbold
(2007) in Holstein Friessian cows, nam
mely that “it iss difficult to aargue, given thhat these cowss were on the same
feed throuughout their productive
p
lifee, that intake (14 d p.p., thhe author) waas constrainedd, when there was
substantiall energy mobillization”.
Hence, undder these condditions, milk prroduction can bbe regarded ass “a metabolic burden impossed by the syntthesis
and secretiion of milk” (K
Knight et al., 11999). Taken ttogether, the m
modern high-prroducing dairyy cow p.p. is mostly
m
characterizzed by,
H-IGF-1 axis aand less sensittivity
increasing milk production with partial or total uncouppling of the GH
to IG
GF-1,


milk production
n and
inadequate annd enduring loow DMI in rellation to an inncreased requiirement for m
maintenance,
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mobilization of
o NEFA abovve requirementt with ectopic ddeposition of ffat,



mobilization of
o amino acidss from protein,



preferential paartitioning of m
metabolites, IggG, and dietaryy nutrient to thhe mammary glland,



a sudden and long-lasting N
NEB,

at high CP inntake, partitionning of dietaryy or mobilizedd energy to thee mammary glland with pote
ential
increase of NEB,



less weight gaain or possiblyy net loss of energy during thhe entire lactatiion period.

These unffavorable (to a certain extent) characterristics of highh milk producction during eearly lactation
n are
furthermorre regulated by
b homeorhesiis with its higgh priority andd lack of feedbback control, irrespective of
o the
impairmennt of other funnctions. A poteential constrainnt of health byy homeorheticc priority of m
milk production
n can
easily be llearnt from thee pathogenesiss of milk feverr. Ca is secretted into milk eeven with a rissk of peripartu
urient
paresis annd further constraints of hhealth. Higherr milk produuction is assoociated with rreduced blood
d Ca
concentrattion at d 1 in milk
m (Neves et al., 2018). Heence, the prom
motion of MY bby breeding annd managemen
nt has
revealed ppossible restricttions of healthh (Figure 2).

Figure 2. The well-balaanced network of milk yield, DMI, mobilizzation, and parrtitioning of nuutrients at low MY
(Figure 11) has been dissturbed by seleection and mannagement for hhigh milk prodduction. Milk yyield is negativ
vely
geneticaally correlated with DMI andd positively corrrelated with hhigh mobilizatiion and with thhe partitioning of
metabollites and nutrieents primarily to the mammaary gland. The major consequuence is an exaacerbating NE
EB,
whichh is often obserrved before parrturition. The rrapid and longg-lasting NEB in combinationn with the high
h
metaboliic rates and chhanges of horm
mones and metaabolites can caause maladaptaation and is a m
major health risk.
The arrrows indicate aamplification ((up) or mitigatiion (relative decrease) (downn)
One majorr and general shortcoming for health is tthe discrepanccy between inpput and outpuut and the resu
ulting
NEB, which simply reepresents undder-nutrition, bbut concomittantly includes alterations of hormones and
metabolitees and a sustainned increase off metabolic ratte.
4. The Negative Energyy Balance: NE
EB
4.1 Past annd Present
The difference between the requiremeent for MY andd DMI in dairry cows p.p. w
was mentioned many decadess ago
(Broster, 11972), with Biines (1976) staating: “Food inntake, especiallly in early lacctation, is a maajor factor lim
miting
productionn from dairy cattle.”
c
Increaase of MY at insufficient D
DMI is the maajor reason forr NEB, althou
ugh a
growing bbody of evideence suggestss that the eneergy requirem
ment for mainntenance has been increase
ed in
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high-producing cows (Moares et al., 2015; Erdmann et al., 2019) and is related to the change of body
composition with reduced fat and the enlarged size of metabolically active organs (Agnew & Yan, 2000).
Because Hart et al. (1975) have observed no loss of body weight (BW) p.p. in beef cattle with low MY (suckling
calves), the NEB is related to MY and the higher maintenance requirement of high-producing cows.
In the 1980s, the total NEB accounted for some hundreds of MJNEL and was apparent over a few weeks (Gravert
et al., 1986; Berglund & Danell, 1987). Since that time, the extent and duration of NEB has been increased.
Tamminga et al. (1997) observed a NEB of 1284 MJNEL for 8 weeks p.p., and Sutter and Beever (2000)
determined a deficit of 1786 MJ for 8 weeks. This increase of NEB has continued: 2676 MJ (mean) for 83 days
with high variations and a much higher (maximal) NEB (Banos & Coffey, 2009). The degree of NEB obviously
and almost linearly depends on MY: 580 MJNEL at MY < 25 kg/d, 1323 MJNEL at MY 25-30 kg/d, and 1956
MJNEL at MY > 30 kg/d within 11 weeks p.p. (Brandt et al., 1985). The duration of NEB linearly increases with
milk production (Steinwidder & Gruber, 2002) and can last for > 100 days (Bulang et al., 2006).
The NEB causes mobilization, which amounts to 41.6 kg empty body weight (BW) (Tamminga et al., 1997) or
some 41 kg BW (Sutter & Beever, 2000). However, higher rates of loss of BW (114 kg in 4 weeks) have been
determined by Van den Top et al. (2005) in over-conditioned cows. Most of the BW loss occurs during the first
few weeks p.p. and exhibit a wide variation from calving to the nadir of BW: 0-185.1 kg (parity 1), 0-198.0 kg
(parity 2), and 0-269.2 kg (parity ≥ 3) (van Straten et al., 2008).
Live weight changes increase with MY with rising lactations, and the NEB is more pronounced during the 2nd
and 3rd lactation in high genetic merit cows (Coffey et al., 2004). Further, the milk production peak is reached
earlier in the 3rd lactation without equivalent DMI (Coffey et al., 2004), and for this reason, the decline of BCS
p.p. increases with increasing parity from 0.3 (1st lactation) to 0.9 (≥ 4 lactation; 5-point scale) (Waltner et al.,
1993).
The change of BW is related to corresponding changes of body condition score (BCS). A ratio of 80-84.6 kg
BW/unit BCS (5-point scale) has been discussed in the recommendations for nutrient requirements (National
Research Council [NRC], 2001); a decrease of 1-unit in BCS for a cow with a BW of 650 kg and BCS of 4 (5
point scale) would provide 1743 MJNEL or 2126 MJ tissue energy (0.82 conversion from tissue energy to MJ
NEL) (NRC, 2001). This magnitude of MJ of 1 ΔBCS is within the range of NEB in the study of Sutter and
Beever (2000) but below 2676 MJ (Banos and Coffey, 2009). At parturition, a BCS of 3.0 (5-point scale) is
recommended, and cows should not lose more than 0.5 (Roche, 2006) or 0.5 to 1.0 units p.p. (Roche et al., 2009).
A decline of 0.5-1.0 BCS means a loss of body weight of some 40-80 kg (NRC, 2001). Hence, the current NEB
and loss of BCS probably exceeds the recommended magnitude of 0.5-1.0 BCS.
A further aspect of NEB should be discussed. It is an underlying supposition that the NEB in early lactation is
compensated by body weight gain during the later lactation and dry period. “In a gross sense, intake across the
whole of a lactation correlates reasonably well with output. It would be a surprise if this situation was not so”
(Knight, 2001). However, Veerkamp and Koenen (1999) have stated that “selection for high milk yield results in
less live-weight gain”, and Coffey et al. (2004) have observed, in high genetic merit cows during 3 lactations on
a low concentrate diet, a decrease of BCS of 0.54 or a loss of 1148 MJ (calculated according NRC, 2001). The
calculations of Schröder and Staufenbiel (2006) indicate a loss of 1075 MJ (ΔBCS 0.54 = 5.4 mm back fat
thickness or 27 kg body fat [1 kg body fat = 39.8 MJ]).
A net loss of energy is not restricted to high-producing cows. Hurley et al. (2018) have observed, in cows in an
extensive production system in Ireland (mainly grass), a strong phenotypic correlation between residual energy
intake (REI) and energy balance. Hence, “animals genetically selected to have a lower REI (i.e., more efficient;
the author) resulted in cows who consumed less net energy intake but were also in negative energy balance
throughout the entire lactation”. A continuous loss of energy and long-lasting NEB without compensation
appears to be an additional health risk.
4.2 NEB in Biology and Dairy Cows
Periods of under-nutrition and even severe NEB occur in mammals and short or longer phases of food
deprivation (adaptive fasting) are known and are related to hibernation, mating, molting, migration, or care of
young (Secor & Carey, 2016; Martinez & Ortiz, 2017). Adaptive fasting is “an inherent survival tactic and
adaptation and is distinct from starvation” (Martinez & Ortiz, 2017) and “an innate component of many
organisms” (Secor & Carey, 2016). An example is the elephant seal, which loses some 42% of body weight after
parturition during 4 weeks without feed intake (Costa et al., 1986).
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This loss is much more than that seen in dairy cows during the same time period (Tamminga et al., 1997; Sutter
& Beever, 2000), suggests a possible adaptation in dairy cows too and, at first glance, the NEB in dairy cows
resembles a “physiological (biological) reaction or adaptive fasting”. However, a comparison of the current NEB
of the dairy cow with the biological NEB of other species appears to be questionable. First, adaptive fasting is
the result of long adaptation over thousands of years of evolution. This was obviously the best strategy of
survival for the relevant species. Such an adaptation appears to be unlikely in dairy cows. The current duration
and extent of NEB is a result of selection for high milk production during the last 60-80 years. Secondly, the
elephant seal produces milk for only one pup. The amount of milk for one calf would hardly cause a significant
NEB in cows (Hart et al., 1975). Finally, and very importantly, the milk of the elephant seal does not contain
sugars (Oftedal, 1993), which are mainly produced by gluconeogenesis in the cow and are the bottle neck of
metabolism for milk production and for health during early lactation (Bell, 1995). Therefore, although an
allusion of NEB in biology (seal, whale) appears to be attractive (Bauman, 2000), it is probably not very helpful.
Dairy cows probably do not exhibit biologically adaptive fasting, but rather the current extent and duration of
NEB is an involuntary shortage, “exhibits characteristics of chronic under-nutrition” (Vernon, 1998), and cannot
be classified as “natural”. The present prolonged and very deep magnitude of NEB with its consequences for
hormonal and metabolic changes and high metabolic rates displays symptoms of pathophysiology or insufficient
adaptation.
4.3 NEB and Adaptation of Metabolism
The rapid increase of MY and of metabolism p.p. requires a comprehensive homeorhetic adaptation of various
organ systems such as those for digestion and liver metabolism or in the mammary gland (Bauman, 2000).
Adaptation of a cell, organ, or whole organism is the reaction to an internal or external stimulus (Broom, 2006).
For instance, the immediate multiplication of metabolism in the dairy cow p.p. is accompanied by heat
production and the possible increase of body temperature. Mechanisms are activated to dilate subcutaneous
blood vessels for dissipating this heat. Body temperature is normalized, and feedback mechanisms are triggered
to complete the previously activated mechanisms of heat dissipation. The organism succeeds in coping with the
stimulus, and ideally, other functions are not impaired: “Coping means having control of mental and bodily
stability” (Fraser & Broom, 1990) and involves “the physiological capability to respond properly and thus
maintain homeostasis” (Siegel, 1995).
The current exposure of metabolism during early lactation is a challenge for the coping and physiological
capabilities and adaptation of the dairy cow. In effect, adaptation is overloaded causing metabolic disorders (see
comprehensive review by Sundrum, 2015) and is a “hampered process” with impaired reproductive performance
(Jorritsma et al., 2003). Insufficient adaptation coincides with the priorities of homeorhetic “milk secretion
allowing them to proceed at the expense of other metabolic processes even to a point that a disease is created”
(Bauman & Currie, 1980) or “even a pathological state” (Vernon, 1998). The metabolic load during this period is
a further challenge and could finally cause “metabolic stress” (Knight et al., 1999), as “that amount of metabolic
load (or metabolic burden) which cannot be sustained (or tolerated), such that some energetic processes (which
could include those maintaining general health) must be down regulated”. A metabolic stress can easily be
imagined: “For a typical dairy cow producing 40 L of milk/d, the metabolic energy requirements for milk
production are about 200 MJ/d, whereas only about 65 MJ/d is needed for maintenance. An equivalent metabolic
demand for humans is running 3 marathons per day” (Sheldon et al., 2018). 40 L of milk/d is not the upper limit:
“An early lactation cow will produce 50 to 100 kg of milk per day” (Lucy, 2016).
The homeorhetic priority of milk production, impaired adaptation, and metabolic stress promote restrictions of
other functions, although the sequence and cause and effect are not always clear. However, the abnormal
incidence of metabolic disorders during early lactation (Drackley, 1999; Ingvartsen et al., 2003; Moyes et al.,
2013; Carvalho et al., 2019) and the high culling rate and number of dead cows during the first weeks p.p.
(Dechow & Goodling, 2008) before or almost parallel to the peak of lactation support the conclusion of a
“pathological state”: The “down regulation” of the processes “maintaining general health” causes and
exacerbates health risks with fatal consequences, as shown by the increasing death rates with increasing MY
(Miller et al., 2008).
5. Conclusion
“Milk secretion is a characteristic feature of all mammalian species” (Oftedal, 2012) and is regulated by a
complex of general and specific mechanisms termed homeorhesis. This regulation includes milk secretion
uncoupled from DMI, the mobilization of reserves, and the partitioning of the nutrients to the mammary gland.
The appetite of the calf represents a unique combination of a feedforward stimulation of milk production by
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suckling frequency and of a feedback mechanism for limiting milk production by satiety. As a result, the demand
of the growing calf is covered, and the mammary gland and metabolism of the mother are preserved, despite a
small NEB. Indeed, “the success of these regulatory processes is essential to ensure the well-being of the
lactating mother and survival of the nursing young” (Bauman, 2000).
Unfortunately, this balanced system has been involuntarily overlooked and unknowingly abrogated. First, milk
MY has been increased over decades by intense selection for this trait and is further enhanced by frequent
milking. The cutting off of the limiting feedback for MY by the uncoupling of milking from calf nutrition has
exacerbated output >> input. The lack of consideration of the antagonism between MY and DMI have resulted in
severe and long-lasting NEB in high-producing cows with distinct alterations in their hormones and metabolites.
Secondly, the gap of nutrients has been closed by the mobilization of reserves and is accompanied by an increase
of NEFA concentrations in blood above the actual requirement and capacity of metabolism. NEFA causes,
among other effects, IR and ectopic fat deposition, particularly in the liver with the incidence of ketosis. Thirdly,
milk production with an increasing imbalance between input and output continues to have homeorhetic priority
and possibly proceeds at the expensive of other functions with a subsequent impairment of health. Hence,
optimal MY for calf nutrition has been replaced by maximal milk production for economic reasons with evidence
of critical off-target effects and with the down regulation of the processes maintaining general health. The
unintended consequences of high MY (≈ NEB) are obvious maladaptation, metabolic stress, and indeed health
risks. These health risks have clearly been expressed by Lucy (2016): “Unfortunately, years of genetic selection
for milk production without consideration of other traits lead to problems in health, reproduction and longevity
in modern dairy cows.” (see part 2).
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